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0 Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from Ricky Davis (@i_da_b2k).. When a threat is detected prevents its activation.. SpeedBit Video Accelerator Premium 3.3.7.5 Build 3..
AnyDVD & AnyDVD HD 7.1.7.2 Beta Full Patch, Serial.Q: Roleplaying Completely Offtopic? I was reading the site help and I saw that some questions which I think are RPG-related are
not allowed and that the best place for them would be in a forum. There was this question: Help me to create my character And there were several comments on it suggesting: Get over
the forum and ask here. or Just head over to the forums. As far as I'm concerned, the site is about RPG questions. If I ask a question which does not have to do with RPGs but I think I
can answer it here, that is not completely offtopic. As in most cases, the answers I can come up with in this case are highly useful for other users. If you ask a question, you are
supposed to accept any answer that solves the question (as well as the above-mentioned comments). Why would I head over to the forums to ask a question when I can ask my question
here and accept an answer here? AFAIK, the only purpose of a forum is to provide socialization and communication. That would really suck if I would have to join a forum just to ask a
question (as well as answer a question). A: I think this is wrong in principle. If you feel an off-topic question belongs on another site for reasons like "because I like it because it's artsy,
instead of having a list of five reasons", then by all means tag it with that. But it's not a question that belongs on RPG.SE, because you want to ask about RPGs. It's a question that
belongs on a forum, because the answers will be concerned with RPGs. Remember: RPG.SE is about RPGs. A question is on-topic or off-topic for reasons like this. A: If you think that
your question is not in the scope of RPG.SE but you want the answers to be from those knowledgeable in RPG.SE, then posting the question on the RPG.SE forum would be the best
choice.
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